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A multimedia project “Kazan 1005-2005” has been implemented by the firm “Orbital-Design” together with the “Insight-Media” Company by the order of the City Targeted Fund “Millennium of Kazan” within the programme of preparing to celebration of this event in 2005. The project is the first disc from the series of multimedia discs to be prepared on the eve of the jubilee of the Tatarstan capital. 
 The disc presents information about an ancient and wonderful city, where history of the East and the West are closely interwoven, where people of different nationalities and religions have lived side by side for centuries, a city with unique architecture combining Oriental and Western traditions. Browsing through pages of this interactive book you can enjoy both modern views of the city and views of Kazan in the old pictures and photographs, pictures by Kazan artists etc. 

Modern multimedia technologies make it possible to look at architectural monuments of 1000-year old Kazan through the prism of history, to make unforgettable video excurtions through the modern city and territory of the Kazan Kremlin, and see how Kazan revives and strives for the future carefully maintaining its history, traditions and habits.

Multimedia disc “Kazan 1005-2005” represents:
 
-	 Variety of topics and modern content;
-	Professional artistic and musical design;
-	High quality video (format AVI, MPEG4);
-	High quality coloured illustrations (JPG); 
-	Sound (music, narrations both in Russian and English, formats WAV, MP3);
-	Flash; 
-	Full support of hypertexts;
-	Internet compatability (possibility to place direct links with the world-web resources and to get new information);
-	System of quick search of information wanted;
-	Convenient programme shell with intuitively understandable interface;
-	Support of the widespread operational system Miscroft Windows (98).

The disc contains:

250 text pages; 
900 high quality coloured illustrations;
15 video clips; 
25 musical pieces.
The project is accomplished in two languages – Russian and English.




